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This paper presents a deterministic procedure for tailoring the continuum stiffness and strength of
uniform space-filling truss structures through the appropriate selection of truss geometry and member
sizes (i.e., flexural and axial stiffnesses and length). The trusses considered herein are generated by,

replication of a characteristic truss cell uniformly through space. The repeating cells are categorized by
one of a set of possible geometric symmetry groups derived using the techniques of crystallography.
The elastic symmetry associated with each geometric symmetry group is identified to aid in the selection
of an appropriate truss geometry for a given application. Stiffness and strength tailoring of a given truss
geometry is enabled through explicit expressions relating the continuum stiffnesses and failure stresses
of the truss to the stiffnesses and failure loads of its members. These expressions are derived using an

existing equivalent continuum analysis technique and a newly developed analytical failure theory for
trusses. Several examples are presented to illustrate the application of these techniques, and to
demonstrate the usefulness of the information gained from this analysis.

;/

/

INTRODUCTION

In the future, the primary structures of many large orbiting spacecraft will be lightweight trusses.
Although numerous studies have been performed to determine the feasibility and structural characteristics
of these trusses (e.g. refs. 1-3), little work has been done to establish deterministic procedures for their

design. The selection of appropriate truss designs is influenced by both structural optimization and
spacecraft operational considerations. Currently, structural optimization of these trusses is a
predominantly heuristic process involving trial and error procedures. The purpose of this paper is to
present a deterministic procedure for truss geometry selection and member design based on tailoring the
continuum stiffness and strength characteristics of the truss. Analysis of the truss stiffness and strength

characteristics is performed using an equivalent continuum analogy (ref. 4). This approach is preferred
because it offers better insight into structural behavior than conventional numerical analysis techniques.

The trusses considered herein are generated by replication (rotational and/or translational) of a

characteristic cell uniformly through space, as shown in figure 1, and are thus called uniform space-
filling trusses. In most cases, the repeating truss cell and the resulting truss structure inherently possess
some geometric symmetry. The presence of geometric symmetry implies elastic symmetry which
reduces the number of independent equivalent elastic constants characterizing the truss. In this study, the
techniques of crystallography are used to define the possible geometric symmetry groups associated with

repeating cells which generate uniform trusses. In addition, the number of independent elastic constants
associated with each geometric symmetry group is identified to aid in the selection of an appropriate truss

geometry for a given application.

The independent elastic constants characterizing a truss can be tailored to specific values by selecting
appropriate member stiffnesses. In the present study, this stiffness tailoring is accomplished using
explicit relationships between the equivalent continuum stiffnesses of a truss and the axial stiffnesses of
its members. Also, the continuum strength characteristics of a truss are tailored using a strength tensor
which is written explicitly in terms of the local elastic buckling loads of the truss members. To illustrate

the application of these techniques, a commonly used truss geometry is analyzed to detemfine member
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sizeswhichproduceoptimumisotropicandorthotropic(i.e.,onedirectionof high stiffnessandstrength)
designs.

All derivationspresentedhereinwereperformedsymbolicallyusingacomputerizedmathematics
routine(ref. 5), andresultswereconvertedinto anumericalform whennecessary.Theadvantagein
usingsymbolicalgebrais thatexplicit relationshipscanbedeterminedbetweenthedesignparametersand
thecontinuumelasticbehaviorof thetruss.Thissignificantlyenhancestheutility of thestiffnessand
strengthtailoringprocedurespresentedherein.
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SYMBOLS

cross-sectional area of members in the regular Octahedral truss

cross-sectional area of members in the octahedral lattice of the Warren truss

cross-sectional area of members in cubic lattice of the Warren truss

cross-sectional area of members in nth group

continuum elastic constants (matrix form)

continuum elastic constants (tensor form)

transformed continuum elastic constants

continuum unidirectional stiffness for nth group of parallel members

Young's modulus of truss material

equivalent continuum Young's modulus

equivalent z-direction Young's modulus

equivalent Young's modulus of isotropic Warren truss

equivalent continuum shear modulus

characteristic dimension of truss repeating cell

length of members in nth group

radius of gyration of members in nth group

continuum compliance constants (matrix form)

continuum compliance constants (tensor form)

coordinate transformation tensor

volume fraction of nth group of parallel members

Cartesian coordinates

length ratio of repeating truss cell in z direction

ratio of cross-sectional area of members in nth group to that of first group

strain tensor

critical axial strain for nth group of members

equivalent Poisson's ratio

direction cosine with the ith coordinate axis

density of truss material
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equivalent continuum density

stress tensor

continuum compression strength

z-direction compression strength

compression strength of isotropic Warren truss

strength tensor

spherical coordinates

TRUSS GEOMETRY SELECTION

The design of a truss is often governed by considerations other than the structural performance (e.g.
ref. 6). For example, operational concerns such as the arrangement and integration of spacecraft

subsystems onto a truss might dictate a particular geometry for the truss repeating cell. For applications
in which operational concerns do not dominate, it is prudent to select a truss geometry by matching its
inherent elastic behavior with the structural requirements of the spacecraft. Even in situations where

operational concerns prevail, it is probable that enough latitude exists in the selection of a truss geometry
that structural considerations can be incorporated. The purpose of this section is to categorize the elastic

characteristics of most uniform space-filling truss structures by examining their geometric symmetry.

The uniform truss structures considered herein are similar to crystalline lattices since they both can be

generated by replication of a characteristic repeating cell which typically possesses geometric symmetry.
Of interest are symmetry with respect to specific rotations about one or more axes, and/or symmetry with

respect to reflection about one or more planes. Symmetry in the truss geometry (i.e., lattice arrangement
and member designs) implies symmetry in the elastic characteristics of the truss. This implied elastic
symmetry reduces the number of independent equivalent elastic constants characterizing the continuum
behavior of the truss, and thus simplifies the task of stiffness and strength tailoring.

Rotational Symmetry Groups

Studies in crystallography (refs. 7,8) have shown that the rotational and reflectional symmetries in
reticulated, or discrete, structures are limited to a set of 32 possible combinations which are commonly

called crystallographic symmetry groups. Love (ref. 9) determined that the elastic behavior of most
crystallographic symmetry groups can be derived by considering only rotational symmetry. For brevity,
the few cases in which reflectional symmetry is important are not considered herein. By neglecting

reflectional symmetry, the 32 crystallographic symmetry groups reduce to the ten rotational symmetry

groups shown in figure 2.

Each symmetry group in figure 2 is identified by a specific combination of axes about which there is
rotational symmetry. The orientations of these axes are shown relative to a Cartesian coordinate system,
and the order of rotational symmetry is given by one of four graphical symbols: a cusped oval, a triangle,

a square, or a hexagon. These symmetry symbols are related to the order of symmetry in the
accompanying key. The order of symmetry is defined as n-gonal where the rotation angle is 2_n and n
is either 2, 3, 4, or 6. Notice that in symmetry groups i and j, the trigonal symmetry axes lie along lines
connecting the center of a cube with its comers, thus structures of these symmetry groups are often
referred to as "cubic" structures.

Symmetry groups which possess more than one axis of rotational symmetry are called multiaxial. The
three rotational symmetry axes presented for each of the multiaxial groups are not the only symmetry
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axes possessed by those groups. A complete set can be generated by applying the symmetry operation
of each axis to the others. For example in symmetry group d, applying trigonal symmetry about the z
axis identifies four additional digonal symmetry axes in the x-y plane separated by 60 °.

Any truss structure which possesses axes of rotational symmetry can be categorized by one of the ter
rotational symmetry groups in figure 2. This classification is accomplished by identifying all rotational
symmetry axes within the structure, and then selecting a Cartesian coordinate system relative to these
axes which matches one of the given symmetry groups. Once the symmetry group of the truss is
identified, its inherent elastic behavior is determined using the methods which follow.

Elastic Characteristics of Rotational Symmetry Groups

A uniform truss structure can be represented by an equivalent homogeneous anisotropic continuum
characterized by 21 empirical elastic constants. These elastic constants appear as stiffnesses, Cmn or

Cijla, in the constitutive equations given in equation (la) in matrix form and equation (lb) in tensor
form.
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C12 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26
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C15 C25 C35 C45 C55 C56

C16 C26 C36 ¢46 C56 C66
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e33
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2e13

2e12 (1_)

O'ij = Cijkl Ekl (lb)

When the truss possesses geometric symmetry, elastic symmetry is implied which reduces the number of
independent continuum elastic constants.

A continuum which possesses geometric symmetry with respect to a linear orthogonal transformation
Tij, such as a rotation or a reflection, also possesses symmetry in its elastic constants (see for example

ref. 10). Therefore, the transformed stiffness tensor C'ijkl must be identical to the original tensor Ci)k_.
Hence,

C "ijld = Crnnop TimTjnTkoTlp = Cijkl (2 }

The number of independent elastic constants associated with each symmetry group, presented in

figure 2, is determined using equation (2). A transformation tensor Ti) is determined for the specified
rotation about each symmetry axis, and substituted into equation (2) to give 21 conditions on the
stiffnesses Cij_. Some of these conditions are identically satisfied, whereas others can be satisfied only
by the elimination or restriction of certain elastic constants. This process is repeated for "all rotational
symmetry axes in the given symmetry group, and the resulting reduced set of elastic constants defines

the continuum elastic characteristics of any truss structure which is a member of that symmetry group.

For example, the independent elastic constants characterizing trusses of symmetry group a are
determined by enforcing elastic symmetry with respect to a 180 ° rotation about the z axis. The
transformation matrix for this rotation is

[,0 0]Tij = 0 - 0

00 1
(3}
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Substitution of equation (3) into equation (2) gives the following result

Cijk I ,Cijkl = _ Cijkl ,

if an even number (or none) of the indices are 3

if an odd number of the indices are 3 (4)

Satisfying the second condition in equation (4) requires the following to be true (note that, due to

symmetry in Cij u, many possible permutations of the subscripts have been omitted).

Cl123 = Cl113 = C2223 = C2213 = C3323 =

C3313 = C2312 = C1312 = 0
(5)

Employing the usual conversion from tensor to matrix form (ref. 10), the following equivalent
conditions exist for the components of the stiffness matrix.

C14 = ¢15 = ¢24 = C25 = C34 = ¢35 = C46 = ¢56 = 0 (6)

Similar calculations can be made for the remaining symmetry groups in figure 2. Without presentation
of the details, the conditions on continuum stiffnesses as well as the number of independent elastic
constants for each symmetry group are presented in table I. A similar derivation shows that the
conditions presented in table I must also be obeyed by the components of the continuum compliance
tensor.

An obvious conclusion to be drawn from table I is that the presence of any symmetry in a truss lattice
significantly reduces the number of independent elastic constants characterizing its continuum behavior.
This result greatly simplifies the task of tailoring the stiffness and strength of most trusses. It should
also be cautioned that the conditions on the elastic constants presented in table I are valid only for the

coordinate axes presented in figure 2. For example, symmetry groups b,f, g, h, i, andj are indicated to
have zero shear coupling stiffnesses (e.g., c14, c15, and c16) in the given coordinate system, but they
might have non-zero coupling stiffnesses in an alternate coordinate system. As explained by Rosen (ref.
11), and seen in table I, none of the permissible geometric symmetry groups possess sufficient
symmetry to insure isotropic elastic behavior. However, it will be shown that isotropy can be obtained
by tailoring the relative stiffnesses of different truss members.

The information in table I should help in the selection of appropriate truss geometries for particular
truss applications, and in the determination of additional stiffness tailoring requirements for the selected
truss geometry. For example, if the primary loads in a truss are expected to occur in only one direction,
it is most efficient to consider geometries which have less symmetry and can easily be tailored to have
significantly higher stiffnesses and strengths in that direction (i.e., an orthotropic design). However, for
a structure which may have to sustain loads in multiple directions, or one for which the loading
conditions are not well defined, it may be best to consider truss geometries which possess more
symmetry and can be tailored to behave isotropically.

STIFFNESS AND STRENGTH TAILORING

Once a truss geometry has been selected, its independent elastic constants are identified using table I.
The values of these constants can be adjusted for a particular application by tailoring the relative axial
stiffnesses of the members comprising the truss. Likewise, changing the relative elastic buckling loads
of different members alters the equivalent continuum strengths of the truss. Changing truss dimensions
and member stiffnesses which do not violate the geometric symmetry of the truss allows the truss to

remain in the same rotational symmetry group, thus the conditions on its continuum stiffnesses given in
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tableI remainvalid. Alternatively,changingdimensionsandmemberstiffnessesof atrusswhichviolate
its geometricsymmetrychangesits rotationalsymmetrygroup,thusalteringthenumberof independert
elasticconstantscharacterizingits behavior.Stiffnessandstrengthtailoringwill bedemonstratedlater
for atrussin whichgeometricsymmetryis maintainedandonein whichgeometricsymmetryis altere_l.

Equivalent Continuum Elastic Constants

Once a candidate truss for stiffness tailoring is selected, its continuum stiffnesses are calculated in
terms of the axial stiffnesses of its members. The approach used in the recent study for calculating these
stiffnesses was developed by Neyfeh and Hefzy (ref. 12) and can be thought of as a three-dimensional
generalization of classical laminated plate theory (ref. 13) in which groups of parallel members within _he
truss are analogous to individual lamina. Since truss members carry only an axial load, each group of
parallel members can be considered to form a unidirectional elastic continuum which has no transverse or
shearing stiffnesses. The stiffnesses for the truss assemblage are obtained by summing the stiffnesses of
each of the groups of parallel members. This superposition of stiffnesses implies that the continuum
displacement field within a truss is single-valued which is consistent with the fact that truss members
connected at a common point must have the same displacement at that point. Note that this is not the case
for trusses with cross-laced members which can slide relative to one another, therefore it is cautioned tOat

such designs should not be analyzed using the techniques of the present study.

Each group of parallel members is characterized by one non-zero equivalent stiffness which is in thc
local x' direction (the member longitudinal direction). This equivalent unidirectional stiffness is
determined in equation (7) for the nth group of members.

(C'l111)n = Evn (7)

where E is the Young's modulus of the material in the members and v, is the volume fraction of the

group of members (i.e., the ratio of the total volume of material in the members to the total volume of lhe
truss).

The continuum stiffnesses for a truss are calculated by transforming the unidirectional stiffnesses fcr

each of its groups of parallel members into a global coordinate system using equation (2), and summing
the results as indicated by

Ci?a = Y. (C'I_I,L(T_iTljT,kTn),, (8)
n

Elements of the first row of the transformation tensor, Tli, are simply the direction cosines between th,_

longitudinal axis of the members and the ith coordinate axis. Therefore, equation (8) can be rewritten as

Cijld = Z (CPllll)n (f_i _J f_k _l) n ;9)
1,l

where ¢i are the direction cosines of the members. The continuum stiffnesses defined by equation (9)

are explicit functions of the member extensional stiffnesses. This enables the translation of desired
continuum stiffness characteristics into member axial stiffness tailoring rules.

Equation (9) produces additional restrictions on the continuum stiffnesses of uniform trusses whica

should be noted. Employing the usual conversion from the matrix form of the elastic constants to the
tensor form (ref. 10), the values for the transverse and shear stiffnesses, c12 and c66 are found to be:
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C12 = Cl122 = Z (C_1111)n(C_2_)2) n (10)

n

c66 = C1212 = _._ (C'1111),,(¢_¢2)n (11)
la

thus"

C12 = ¢66 (12)

Similarly, it is found that

¢13 = C55 , C23 = C44 (13)

It is reiterated that these identities must hold for any uniform space-filling truss, regardless of its
geometry, and therefore these identifies should be added to those already presented in table I for all
symmetry groups. Thus, under the assumptions above, a generally anisotropic space-filling truss
structure has only 18 independent elastic constants rather than 21 as is normal for a generally anisotropic
solid.

Trusses that are tailored to behave as isotropic continua can be characterized by two elastic constants,
an equivalent Young's modulus, Eeq, and an equivalent Poisson's ratio, Veq. Writing the stiffnesses in
equation (12) in terms of these equivalent constants gives the following condition.

VeqEeq _ Eeq (14)

(l+Veq)(1-2Veq) 2(l+Veq)

Solving equation (14) for Veq gives the result that Veq is equal to 1/4. Therefore, any uniform three-
dimensional space-filling truss structure which is globally isotropic must have an equivalent Poisson's
ratio equal to 1/4, and thus, has only one remaining independent elastic constant, its equivalent Young's
modulus. Using a similar procedure, it can be shown that two-dimensional space-filling trusses which
behave isotropically must have an equivalent Poisson's ratio of 1/3.

Equivalent Stiffness-to-Density Ratio

Stiffness-to-density ratios are commonly used as indicators of the efficiency of materials. Likewise,
equivalent stiffness-to-density ratios are useful indicators of the efficiency of uniform trusses. Most
equivalent truss stiffness-to-density ratios are dependent on the design of the truss. However, it will be
shown that there exists an equivalent stiffness-to-density ratio which is only a function of the modulus-
to-density ratio of the parent material.

In equation (15), a sum of equivalent continuum stiffnesses for a truss is shown to be equal to the
sum of the uniaxial stiffnesses of its individual groups of members. Notice that the direction cosine
terms drop out because the sum of the squares of the three direction cosines for any member is equal to
one.
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Cll + C22 + C33 + 2C23 + 2C13 + 2C12 = Cl111 + C2222 + C3333 + 2C2233 + 2C1133 + 2C1122

= Z (C'llll)n(_ + g + g + 2dd + 2¢/2_ 2 + 2¢/2¢_ )n
n

= Z (c;,,,). +g +
II

= g (c',,,,)°
t'l

(15)

The equivalent density of a space-filling truss is determined by multiplying the density of the parer,t
material, p, by the sum of the volume fractions of all groups of parallel members. Considering equation
(7), this relationship can be written as

Peq = P Z vn = e Z (Crll`l)n (16)
n E n

Dividing equation (15) by equation (16) gives the following equivalent stiffness-to-density ratio.

C11+c22 +c33 +2C23 +2C13 +2c12 = E__

Peq P
(17)

Equation (17) is a unique relationship because it provides a direct correlation between an equivalent
continuum stiffness-to-density ratio of the truss, and the modulus-to-density ratio of the parent material
in the mass members. Once the parent material is defined for a truss, equation (17) provides a direct

relationship between the equivalent anisotropic stiffness of a truss and its equivalent density. This
relationship can be used in a number of ways. For example, changes in continuum stiffnesses due to
stiffness tailoring of the truss members can be directly translated into a proportional change in equivalent
density of the truss. Similarly, requiring the sum of the continuum stiffnesses in the numerator of
equation (17) to be constant during stiffness tailoring results in the equivalent density remaining
constant. This gives a convenient method for studying the effects of material redistribution within a nuss
lattice.

Equation (17) can be simplified for trusses that are tailored to be globally isotropic. Without
presentation of the details, it can be shown that by writing the equivalent continuum stiffnesses in terras
of an equivalent Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio (equal to 1/4), equation (17) reduces to

Eeq_IE

Peq 6 p (18)

The significance of equation (18) is that all uniform space-filling trusses which are globally isotropic
must have the same equivalent modulus-to-density ratio regardless of their geometries or member size s.
Furthermore, this modulus-to-density ratio must be exactly one sixth of the modulus-to-density ratio 4)f

the parent material.

Equivalent Continuum Strength Tensor

The continuum strength of a truss structure is defined herein as the maximum continuum stress which
it can sustain before any of its members buckle elastically. This failure mode is a local phenomenon
within the mass lattice which would have one of two effects on the continuum behavior of the truss, f
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redundantmembersexistandloadis redistributed,localbucklingwill causeachangein thecontinuum
stiffnessesof thetruss.However,if noloadredistributiontakesplace,localbucklingwill precipitatea
catastrophicfailureof thetrusslattice. Thesecontinuumeffectsareanalogous,respectively,to yielding
andultimatefailure inamaterial.

Sincethelocal failuremodein trussescanbedeterminedanalyticallyit is possibleto constructapurely
analyticalfailuretheoryfor trusses.In thissection,atensorwhichdescribesthestrengthof atrusswill
beconstructed,andfailureanalysisusingthisstrengthtensorwill bediscussed.Havinga tensorwhich
representsthestrengthof a trussis advantageous,becauseit allowsstrengthto bereadilydeterminedin
alternatereferenceframes,or undermultiaxial stressstates.Formaterialsit is knownthatstrengthis not
atensorquantity,andthus,analysisof failurein materialsundermultiaxial stresscan be accomplished
only with approximate, semi-empirical theories such as that proposed by von Mises (ref. 14).

The construction of a strength tensor for trusses is based on the assumption that applied stresses can

be converted into strains using the compliance equations given in equation (19), and that these strains can
be analyzed to determine if the axial compression strain in any truss member has exceeded its critical
elastic buckling limit.

t Eli
c22

e33

2e232e_3

2e_2

$11 $12 S13 $14 S15 S16

$12 $22 $23 $24 $25 $26

$13 $23 $33 $34 $35 $36

S14 $24 $34 $44 $45 $46

S15 $25 $35 $45 $55 $56

$16 $26 $36 $46 $56 $66

(711

_2

_3

cr23

G13

G12 (19a)

e 0 = Sijk_ Gkt (19b)

Note that the compliance matrix in equation (19a) is simply the inverse of the stiffness matrix given in
equation (la). Therefore, the equivalent continuum compliances for a truss can be determined from the
equivalent continuum stiffnesses derived previously.

The continuum strains, defined in tensor form in equation (19b), can be transformed into a new

coordinate system described by the linear transformation tensor Tij. The resulting transformed strains,

e'ij, are

_'i) = TioTjpeop = TioTjpSopkt tYkl (20)

The axial strain in any member of the truss is determined by defining an alternate coordinate system with
one of its axes aligned along the longitudinal direction of the member, and evaluating the normal strain

along that axis. Assuming that the 1 axis of the alternate coordinate system is aligned in such a way, the
axial strain in the member is given as

E'll = TliTljSijkl Gkl = d_i_)jSijkl (Ykl (21)

where, as defined before, Oi is the ith direction cosine of the member.

Failure occurs in a member if its axial strain exceeds a critical value determined for elastic buckling.

For the present study, it is assumed that the truss members are slender and therefore buckle as Euler
columns (ref. 15), thus the critical strain for the nth group of members is defined as
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= - rcqr'q2
Iln! (22)

where rn is the radius of gyration and In is the length of the members in the nth group. The minus sigr in
equation (22) indicates that the critical strain is compressive. A fail-safe criterion can be constructed
from equations (21) and (22) by requiring the axial strains in all members to be less than the critical
value. This fail-safe criterion can be written as

_ z2lrnl 2
tin]

crt/ = [12t/]n cr_ _< 1
(23)

The bracketed term in equation (23) can either be thought of as a third-order tensor representing the
strength of the truss, or as a collection of second-order tensors, each representing the strength of a groap
of parallel members within the truss. The product of this strength tensor and the second-order applied
stress tensor, au, is a vector of constants, one for each of the groups of parallel members. For elastic
failure to occur, any one of these constants must be greater than or equal to one. Thus the critical stress
at which failure occurs is that for which one or more of these constants is equal to one.

Equation (23) represents a purely analytical failure theory for space-filling trusses which can be useat
with equal ease to analyze strength under multiaxial or uniaxial loading. Similarly, strength in altemat¢
coordinate systems can be readily handled by simply transforming the collection of second-order strength
tensors, t2u, in the same way that a stress or strain tensor would be transformed.

Equation (23) can be used, as described, to determine the strength of a given truss design.
Additionally, it is useful for tailoring the strength of a truss design because it is an explicit relationship
between the strength of individual members (i.e., r,dln) and the continuum strength of the truss.
Strength tailoring is accomplished by varying the strength of individual members to effect a desired
change in the continuum strength of the truss. It is important to note that since the continuum
compliances of the truss appear in equation (23), strength tailoring is not independent of stiffness
tailoring. Consequently, tailoring the continuum stiffnesses of a truss will also change its continuum
strength characteristics.

In the remaining sections of this paper, examples of stiffness and strength tailoring of uniform truss:s
are presented. Truss geometries are selected for analytical simplicity, thus allowing emphasis to be
placed on developing an understanding of the analysis techniques.

EXAMPLES OF STIFFNESS AND STRENGTH TAILORING IN TRUSSES

Equations (9), (17), and (23) provide the basis for analysis of the continuum stiffness, density, and
strength of uniform space-filling truss structures. By providing explicit relationships between these
continuum quantities and truss design parameters, these equations are effective tools which enable
efficient tailoring of the truss stiffness and strength characteristics. In this section, these equations are
applied to the analysis of two commonly used truss geometries, and to the tailoring of designs which
have continuum isotropic and orthotropic behaviors.

Regular Octahedral Truss

The Octahedral truss (also known as the Tetrahedral truss, ref. 2, or the Octet truss) is a common
geometry that derives its name from the fact that its members connect to form octahedrons and

tetrahedrons. For the present study, a regular Octahedral truss is considered which has all identical
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members. A repeating cell from this truss is shown in figure 3. The cell contains a regular octahedron at
its center (figure 3(a)) and tetrahedrons connected to each of the eight faces of the octahedron (figure
3(b)). Space is filled by translational replication of this cell in each of the three coordinate directions.

Since all members are identical, the octahedral truss has digonal symmetry axes along the lines x=y,

x=z, and y=z; trigonal symmetry axes along the lines x=y=z, -x=y=z, x=-y=z, and x=y=-z; and
quadragonal symmetry axes along the x, y, and z axes. This combination of symmetry axes indicates
that the regular Octahedral truss is a member of rotational symmetry group j.

Calculation of Continuum Stiffness and Density From table I, it can be seen that the
behavior of the regular Octahedral truss is characterized by the three independent elastic constants Cll,
Q2, and c66. Equation (12) further reduces this number to two. However, these constants lack the
relationship c66=(c11-£12)/2; thus the regular Octahedral truss is not globally isotropic. Values for the
elastic constants can be determined from equations (7) and (9). There are six different groups of parallel
members in the Octahedral truss, and all members are identical and assumed to have a cross-sectional
area of A. With the half-height of the regular octahedron defined to be L, as shown in figure 3, the

length of each of the members is q-'2-L. Then, the equivalent unidirectional stiffness for each of the six
groups of parallel members is

(CPllll)n_ EA (24)
f"Z L 2

where E is the Young's modulus of the material in the members. Substituting equation (24) into
equation (9) along with the appropriate direction cosines for the different member groups, gives the
result presented in equation (25) for the equivalent continuum stiffness matrix of the Octahedral truss.

[Cmn_ - EA
27-_ L 2

211000

121000

112000

000100

000010

000001 (25)

Notice that the continuum stiffnesses obey the restrictions in table I and equation (12).

Because all members in the regular Octahedral truss are identical, the relative magnitudes of the
continuum stiffnesses for the octahedral truss are constrained by the proportions given in the matrix of
equation (25). Therefore, changing the axial stiffness of the truss members can only uniformly change
all continuum stiffnesses.

The equivalent density of the Octahedral truss can be calculated by substituting the stiffnesses from
equation (25) into equation (17). Rearranging and simplifying gives

3"¢-_p A

Peq - L2 (26)

Calculation of Continuum Strength Before applying equation (23) to calculate the continuum

strength of the Octahedral truss, it is necessary to determine the tensor form of the continuum
compliances from the stiffness matrix given in equation (25). This is done by inverting the stiffness
matrix to get the compliance matrix, and then employing the usual conversion from matrix form to tensor
form on the individual compliances (ref. 10). The only remaining unknown truss parameter is the radius

of gyration of its members.
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Suppose that the strength of the Octahedral truss under a continuum uniaxial compression is requirexl.
Assuming this stress to have magnitude Crultand to be applied along a vector given by the spherical
coordinates 0 and _o(as shown in figure 4), the applied continuum stress tensor can be written as

[ok/] = - o,,t,
sin20 COS2_0)

(sin20 sin_0 cos_0)

(sin0 cos0 costp)

(sin20 sintp costp)

(sin20 sin2tp)

(sin0 cos0 sin(p)

(sin0 cos0 cos(p)

(sin0 cos0 sin(p)

(27)

The compression strength, eat, can be determined for any set of 0 and _0by substituting equation (20
into equation (23), along with the values for the continuum compliances, the member radius of gyratior

(r), the member length (l = ¢-'2-L), and the appropriate direction cosines. After simplification, equation
(23) reduces to a set of six scalar equations (n = 1 to 6), one for each group of parallel members in the
mass. Each of these equations can be solved for the value of tru/t that is necessary to cause Euler
buckling in the corresponding member. The minimum value determined from these six equations is the
lowest uniaxial compression stress at which local buckling occurs within the truss lattice. The lowest
value of compression stress found is then defined as the uniaxial compression strength for the given set
of 0 and tO.

A three dimensional plot of the uniaxial compression strength of the Octahedral mass is presented in
figure 4 for a range of 0 and ¢pfrom 0 ° to 90*. Due to symmetry, the strength in all other quadrants is
identical. There is a factor of two variation in the compression strength of the lattice and, not
surprisingly, the directions of minimum strength are coincident with the directions of the members of the
truss. Maximum strength occurs for loading along the three coordinate axes and along the line x=y=z.
The value of the minimum strength is

EA/r2r 2
o'utt - (2 8)

2"('2- L 4

Since all members are identical, changing the strength of the members would change the vertical scale

of the strength plot given in figure 4, but would not change its shape. Introducing member-specific
properties will alter the equivalent continuum stiffness and strength; however, this would destroy the
geometric symmetry of the lattice and introduce additional independent stiffnesses. In the following
section, a truss based on the octahedral lattice is designed for isotropic stiffness, and nearly isotropic

strength.

Isotropic Warren Truss

The lattice of the regular Octahedral mass is modified by adding members that connect all six venice:;
of each octahedron to the geometric center of the octahedron as shown in figure 5(a). The resulting
arrangement of new members forms a cubic lattice within the octahedral lattice, with the edges of the
cube lying parallel to the three coordinate axes and each cube containing a regular tetrahedron as showr
in figure 5(b). The members of the cubic lattice are of length L whereas the members of the original
octahedral lattice are of length 4-2-L. This mass geometry is often referred to as the Warren truss becau _e

its lattice arrangement is similar to that of a common two-dimensional mass of the same name. SimilaJ
to the regular Octahedral truss, the Warren truss is a member of symmetry group j, and has two
independent elastic constants, cH and ct2. However, unlike the Octahedral truss, the Warren truss ha:,
two different members whose relative stiffnesses and strengths can be tailored to affect the continuum
behavior of the truss without violating its geometric and elastic symmetry. In this section, it is

demonstrated that by redistributing material within the mass lattice the continuum strength and stiffness

properties of the lattice can be tailored. In this case, material is transferred from the octahedral lattice
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members to the cubic lattice members so that the continuum stiffnesses become isotropic. Also the
relative strengths of the members are tailored to reduce variations in continuum compression strength.

Continuum Stiffness Tailoring The Warren truss is composed of nine different groups of

parallel members. Three groups correspond to the cubic lattice, and six groups correspond to the
octahedral lattice. The continuum stiffnesses for the Warren truss can be determined by adding the
contributions due to the cubic lattice members to the result presented in equation (25) for the octahedral
lattice. The cross-sectional areas of the members in the cubic lattice and the octahedral lattice are defined

to be Ac and Ao, respectively. Thus, the equivalent uniaxial stiffnesses of the three groups of parallel
cubic lattice members are given by

(C'1111)n - EAc (29)
L z

Substituting equation (29) into equation (9) along with the appropriate direction cosines, and adding
the result to that presented in equation (25), gives

[Cmn] - EAo
2

2+2_ 1 1 0 0 0

1 2+2_ 1 0 0 0

1 1 2+2_ 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 (30)

where ac is defined as Ac/Ao. It can be seen that if ac is equal to zero, the cross-sectional area of the
cubic lattice members is zero and equation (30) is identical to equation (25). As before, an equivalent
density can be calculated using equation (17) and the stiffnesses presented in equation (30). The result is

(3"('2-+ 3_c) pAo

Peq = L2 (31)

To study the effects of redistribution of material within the truss, it is necessary to insure that the total
amount of material remains constant. For convenience, the density of the Warren truss is required to be
the same as that of the regular Octahedral truss by setting equation (26) equal to equation (31). The
result is

Ao - A
(1 + ,5c if2-) (32)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the members in the regular Octahedral truss analyzed previously.
Equation (32) defines the relation between the cross-sectional areas of the cubic and octahedral lattice
members within the Warren truss which must hold to keep the equivalent density of the Warren truss
equal to that of the regular Octahedral mass. Substituting equation (32) into equation (30) gives explicit
equations for the continuum stiffnesses of the Warren truss in terms of the member area ratio, 6c. To
better understand the effects of redistribution of material, the stiffness components in equation (30) are
translated into equivalent Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and shear modulus as follows.

(ell + 2C12)(CJl - C12) 4EA(1 + 2(2-,5c)
Eeq = = (33)

c11 + c12 2q-2-L2 (3 + 2q-'2-(5c)
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Veq -- C12 1
Clt + c12 3 + 2_/-2-(5c (3_)

EA

Geq = c66 = 2_2 L 2 (1 + t$c if'2-) (35)

These stiffness components are plotted in figure 6 as functions of the area ratio, 6c. For _5cequal to
zero, no material has been redistributed from the octahedral lattice to the cubic lattice, and the stiffnesse_
represent those of the Octahedral truss. As/_c is increased, material is moved from the octahedral lattice
to the cubic lattice, and this is accompanied by an increase in the equivalent Young's modulus and
decreases in the equivalent Poisson's ratio and the equivalent shear modulus. From equations (34) and
(35) it can be seen that as (5cbecomes large, both the Poisson's ratio and the shear modulus approach
zero. This effect is consistent with the fact that the cubic lattice of members is not a kinematically stabk

truss by itself. Because of this, it is unreasonable to consider designs having very large values of _c.

For the Warren truss to be globally isotropic, it is necessary for its stiffnesses to satisfy the following
condition.

Geq - geq
2 (1 + Veq) (36)

Substituting the expressions from equations (33) - (35) into equation (36) shows that 6c must be equal to

1/(2_) for isotropy. Substituting this value of t_cinto equation (32) gives a value of 4A/5 for the cross-
sectional area of the members in the octahedral lattice, and consequently a value of'(_A/5 for the cross-
sectional area of the members in the cubic lattice. Thus, if one fifth of the material that was originally i_
the members of the octahedral truss is redistributed into the members of the cubic lattice, the resulting

truss behaves isotropically. The isotropic values for the equivalent Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio,
and shear modulus are

_ EA (Veq}iso. = 1 = _EA
(Eeq)iso" d L 2 , , (aeq)iso. 5-_

(77)

Notice that the equivalent isotropic Poisson's ratio is 1/4 which is the value that was predicted earlie"
for globally isotropic trusses. Also, calculating the ratio of the equivalent isotropic Young's modulus
(equation (37)) to the equivalent density (equation (26)) gives the result predicted in equation (18) for
globally isotropic trusses.

Continuum Strength Tailoring Applying the same procedure used for the Octahedral truss, it is

possible to determine the continuum strength of the isotropic Warren truss and to evaluate the effects on
continuum strength of varying the strength of the truss members. For the purpose of comparison, the
same continuum stress tensor given in equation (27) is also applied to the Warren truss. Two cases ar_

analyzed. In the first, it is assumed that all members in the truss have the same radius of gyration, and in
the second it is assumed that all members have the same buckling load. The first case is representative of
a truss with thin-walled members of equal cross-sectional diameter. The second case illustrates the

effects of tailoring individual member buckling strengths on the continuum strength of the truss.

For the first case, the radius of gyration of all members is equal to r, and the lengths of the member.,

are L for the cubic lattice, and "('2-Lfor the octahedral lattice. These values are substituted into equation

(23) along with the continuum compliances determined from equation (30) and the appropriate directio_l
cosines. The result is a set of nine scalar equations, one for each group of parallel members in the truss,
from which the minimum value of tYult is determined for the given set of 0and tp.
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A three dimensional plot of the uniaxial compression strength of the isotropic Warren truss is

presented in figure 7 for the same range of 0 and _0as before. The shape of the strength plot is very
similar to that of the Octahedral truss, and despite the redistribution of material from the octahedral
lattice, the values and the directions of the minimum and maximum strength are the same as those for the
Octahedral truss. The directions and maximum strength are coincident with the directions of the cubic
lattice members, and the directions of minimum strength are coincident with the directions of the
octahedral lattice members. Selecting all members to have the same radius of gyration causes the cubic
lattice members to have twice the buckling load of the octahedral lattice members, because of the
difference in their lengths. This effect causes the factor of two variations in the continuum strength.

Variation in truss strength might not be a concern for many design applications, however if it is
desirable to have a truss which behaves isotropically in stiffness, it is likely that it is also desirable for it

to be isotropic in strength. By tailoring the buckling loads of the cubic lattice members to be the same as
those of the octahedral lattice, the variations in continuum strength can be significantly reduced. For this

case, the radius of gyration of the cubic lattice members is reduced to r/_/-'2- so that the buckling loads of
all members are the same. A plot of the resulting continuum compression strength is presented in figure
8. Although some variation still exists in the continuum strength, the magnitude of the variation has been

significantly reduced.

The use of three dimensional strength plots is particularly helpful for developing strength tailoring
rules, because they provide visualization of the correlation between member orientations and continuum
strength variations. Without this correlation it would be difficult to develop strength tailoring rationale
for the members. The example presented is fairly simple due to the isotropic stiffness behavior and

geometric symmetry of the Warren truss. Therefore, the correlation between variations in continuum
strength and the orientation of members is fairly obvious. However, for trusses with less geometric
symmetry or more complex applied stress tensors, this correlation might not be apparent without the use
of a three dimensional strength plot.

Orthotropic Warren Truss

Many applications exist for large truss structures with orthotropic, rather than isotropic, continuum

properties. For orthotropic applications the requirements on continuum stiffness and strength are much
higher in one direction than others. For example, many applications involve beam-like trusses which
primarily carry bending and/or torsional loads. In these cases, the longitudinal (along the beam's length)
stiffness and strength requirements are much higher than the transverse stiffness and strength
requirements. Therefore, it is probably more efficient to use a truss with orthotropic continuum

properties than one with isotropic properties.

From table I it can be seen that trusses of symmetry groups i andj are not candidates for orthotropic
design because their stiffnesses (and strengths) must be the same in all three coordinate directions.
Trusses of all other symmetry groups are candidates for orthotropic tailoring because their properties in
the z direction can differ from those in either the x or the y directions. The truss presented in figure 9 is a

variation of the Warren truss design which is a member of symmetry group f, and is thus a likely
candidate for orthotropic design. The lattice arrangement of this truss is identical to that of the Warren
truss except the length of the repeating cell in the z direction differs from that in either the x or the y
directions by the proportion ft. The purpose of this section is to apply stiffness and strength tailoring
techniques to generate orthotropic designs which have high stiffnesses and strengths in the z direction
but have the same equivalent density as that of the isotropic Warren truss.

Calculation of Continuum Stiffnesses The orthotropic Warren truss shown in figure 9 has
four different members. The cross-sectional areas for members of groups 1 and 2 are defined as ,5/A and

52A, respectively, where ,St and _ are variable area ratios, and A is the cross-sectional area assumed
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earlier for the members in the Octahedral truss. The equivalent uniaxial stiffnesses for groups of these
members are determined using equation (7) and the results are given in equations (38) and (39).

(CP1111)1_ 8lEA
L 2

(3:0

62EA(1 + f12) 1/2
(C',,,,_ =

23L 2
(3!0

For simplicity, it is assumed that members of groups 3 and 4 are the same as those in the isotropic

Warren truss. Therefore, the cross-sectional area of members of group 3 is _2A/5, and the cross-
sectional area of members of group 4 is 4A/5. The equivalent uniaxial stiffnesses are the same for
member groups 1 and 2 and the value of this stiffness is given in equation (40).

(C_1111}3 = (C_1111)4 = !t-_EA

53L z
(40)

Substituting these uniaxial stiffnesses and the appropriate transformation tensors into equation (9) an, i
simplifying gives the following values for the non-zero continuum stiffnesses.

Cll =

c22 (1+ (4:)

¢12 = £66 = ffZEA (4::)
5ilL 2

C13 = C23 = C44
(45;)

2fl4_ 2 ]

_ EA 81fl+

c33 fl L2 (1 + f12)3/2J
(4zO

Notice that these stiffnesses obey the conditions presented in table I and equations (12) and (13) for
trusses of symmetry groupf Equations (41) through (44) are explicit functions of the three remaining
design parameters,/3, _1, and 62. Therefore, these equations can be used directly to determine how
variations in the design parameters affect the orthotropic characteristics of the truss.

An equivalent density can be calculated for the orthotropic Warren mass by substituting the stiffnesse;
from equations (41) through (44) into equation (17). The result is

- +613+
Peq flL 2 (4")
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Settingequation(45)equalto equation(26)insuresthattheequivalentdensityof theorthotropicWarren
trussis thesameasthatof theregularOctahedraltrussandtheisotropicWarrentruss.Theresulting
expressioncanberearrangedto give thefollowingconditionon thearearatio ,52.

_2

(3f'2-- _1)/3 - 6"(2-/5

1 +/3 2) 112 (46)

Equation (46) reduces the set of independent design parameters to the repeating cell length ratio,/3, and
the cross-sectional area ratio, _1.

An equivalent z-direction Young's modulus can be determined for the orthotropic Warren truss by
inverting the s33 component of the compliance matrix as follows.

(Eeq)z- 1
$33

(47)

Performing this calculation gives the result

(Eeq)z =
1/--2-EA[15_lN-_- + 18/3 3- 5(c_1/q-'2-- 6/3/5) 2]

L 2 [15- 5_1/!/'_" + 1213 + 6/33]
(48)

To determine the improvement in stiffness in the z direction, the modulus given in equation (48) is
divided by the Young's modulus of the isotropic Warren truss given in equation (37). The resulting
normalized z-direction Young's modulus is

(Eeq)z _ 3061/f'2- + 36133 - 10(61A/-'2-- 613/5} 2

(Eeq)iso. 15 - 5c51N2- + 12/3 + 6/3 3
(49)

A three-dimensional plot of the normalized z-direction Young's modulus is presented in figure 10 for
ranges of the length ratio,/3, and the cross-sectional area ratio, 81. The isotropic Warren truss is

characterized by & = 1/g/5 and/3 = 1, this point on the plot corresponds to a normalized z modulus equal to
1. As ,5/is increased, for a fixed value of/3, material is transferred from members of group 2 to
members of group 1 (see figure 9). This causes an increase in the z modulus because the group 1
members are oriented parallel to the z direction. As/3 is increased, for a fixed value of ,5_, the number of
group 3 and group 4 members in a given volume decreases. Thus, to maintain constant density, material
is redistributed among group 1 and group 2 members also causing an increase in the z modulus.

Calculation of Continuum z-Direction Strength The strength of the orthotropic Warren truss
is calculated for a uniform continuum compression applied in the z-direction. This applied stress tensor
is given in equation (50), and is substituted into equation (23).

[o-_t]
0 0 0 ]

= 0 0 0

0 0 -(ault) z (5O)

Due to their alignment parallel to the z direction, members in group 1 buckle at lower continuum stresses
than the remaining members in the truss (this result was verified through additional analysis not
presented herein). Thus, considering only buckling in group 1 members, equation (23) can be reduced
to equation (51), where r] and ll are the radius of gyration and length of members in group 1.
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(51)

Definingtheradiusof gyrationof thesemembersto ber and their length to be flL (see figure 9), and
substituting the result from equation (47) gives the following expression for the z-direction compression
strength of the orthotropic Warren truss.

(_ult)z = _2F2 (Eeq)z

f12L 2
(52)

The z-direction compression strength of the isotropic Warren truss can be determined from figure 7 (0 =
0°), and this value can be used to normalize equation (52). The result is

( (_ult)z _ {Eeq) z

{(Yult)iso. _2 (Eeq)iso,
(53)

Unlike the z modulus, the factor of r2 in the denominator of equation (53) causes the z-direction

strength to decrease with increasing ft. However, it should be apparent that both modulus and strength
have the same variation with the cross-sectional area ratio, 8]. A three-dimensional plot of the

normalized z-direction compression strength is presented in figure 11 for comparison to the modulus plot
in figure 10. Since both modulus and strength increase as 81 is increased, it is best to select the largest
practical value for 8]. As an example, if the cross-sectional areas of all members within the truss are
constrained such that they differ by no more than a factor of five, the maximum allowable value for 6]

would be f2-. Assuming this value for SI gives the following for all of the member cross-sectional areas.

A1 = "/-2-A , A2 = (10ft- 6)A , A3 = f_A/5 , A4 = 4A/5 (54)

5(2+

A plot of the normalized z-direction strength and modulus is presented in figure 12 assuming ,5] is

equal to ¢-'2-. As already explained, extending the length of the Warren truss cell in the z direction
(increasing/3) increases the stiffness while decreasing the strength of the truss. Therefore, the optimum
length for the truss cell depends on the relative importance of continuum strength and continuum
stiffness in the design.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A deterministic procedure has been presented for tailoring the continuum stiffness and strength of
uniform space-filling truss structures through the appropriate selection of truss geometry and member
sizes (i.e., flexural and axial stiffnesses and length). A key aspect of this procedure is symbolic

manipulation of the equivalent continuum constitutive equations to produce explicit relationships between
truss member sizes and continuum strength and stiffness. To aid in the selection of an appropriate truss

geometry for a given application, a finite set of possible geometric symmetry groups which can be
possessed by uniform masses was presented, and the implied elastic symmetry associated with each
geometric symmetry group was identified.

Equivalent continuum stiffness were determined using an existing technique which assumes that the
displacement field within a truss is single-valued, and the members within a truss carry only axial load.
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Basedon theseassumptions,it wasshownthatgenerallyanisotropictrussesarecharacterizedby 18
independentelasticconstantsratherthan21asis normalfor agenerallyanisotropicsolid. It wasalso
shownthatthisresultguaranteesthatall three-dimensionaltrusseswhichbehaveisotropically,in a
continuumsense,musthaveanequivalentPoisson'sratioof 1/4. Furthermore,adirect relationshipwas
derivedbetweenananisotropicstiffness-to-densityratioof a trussandthestiffness-to-densityratioof its
parentmaterial. Usingthisrelationshipit wasshownthattheequivalentYoung'smodulus-to-density
ratioof anyisotropicthree-dimensionaltrussis exactly1/6timesthemodulus-to-densityratioof the
parentmaterialof thetruss.

A purelyanalyticalfailuretheorywasdevelopedfor trussesbydefiningfailureto beelasticbuckling
of anymemberwithin thetrusslattice. This theoryallowstheconstructionof astrengthtensorwhich
simplifiesfailureanalysisundermultiaxialstressandalternatecoordinatesystems.

To illustratetheapplicationof theseanalysistechniques,trussdesignsweredevelopedwhichbehave
isotropicallyandorthotropicallyundercontinuumloading. In theseexamples,stiffnesstailoring was
accomplishedthroughredistributionof materialamongthetrussmembers,andstrengthtailoringwas
accomplishedbyvaryingtherelativebucklingstrengthsof themembers.Thisdeterministicapproachto
theanalysisandtailoringof trussbehaviorcansignificantlyenhancetheunderstandingof relationships
betweenthedesignparametersandthecontinuumelasticbehaviorof trusses.Ultimately, this improved
understandingshouldenablethecreationof moreefficienttrussdesigns.
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TABLE I.- ELASTIC CHARACTERISTICSOFROTATIONAL SYMMETRY GROUPS

Symmetry Independent
Groupa Conditionsonstiffnesses Constants

21
no

symmetry

a

b

C

d

e

f

g

h

i

none

C14, C15 , C24 , C25 , C34 , C35 , C46 , C56 = 0

same as a along with C16, C26, C36, ¢45 = 0

C16 , C26 , C34 , C35 , 6"36, C45 =0 , Cll = C22 , C44 = C55 ,

C13 = C23 , C14 = -C24 = C56 , C15 = -C25 = -6'46,

C66 = (Cll - c_2)/2

same as c along with c15, c25, c46 = 0

same as a along with c36, c45 = O,

CI1 = C22 , ¢44 = ¢55 , C13 = C23' ¢16 = - C26

same as e along with C16, C26 = 0

same as c along with c14, c15, c24, c25, c46, C56 = 0

same as g

same as b along with clj = c22 = c33 ,

c12 = ¢13 = 0-23 , c44 = ¢55 = c66

same as i

13

9

7

6

7

6

5

5

3

aSee figure 2.
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filling truss

Figure 1. Large uniform trusses are generated from a repeating cell.
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Pigure 2. Possible rotational symmetry groups.
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(a) regular octahedron. (a) complete repeating cell with regular tetrahedrons.

Figure 3. Repeating cell for regular Octahedral truss.
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Figure 4. Strength of Octahedral truss under uniaxial compression.
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Figure 5. Repeating cell for Warren truss.
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Figure 6. Stiffness tailoring of the Warren truss.
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Figure 7. Uniaxial compression strength of isotropic Warren truss
(all members have same radius of gyration).
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Figure 8. Variation in strength diminished by tailoring all members to have the same buckling load.
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Figure 9. Repeating cell for orthotropic Warren truss.
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Figure 10. Variation in z modulus with cell length ratio, 13 and member area ratio, 81.
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Figure 1 1. Variation in z strength with cell length ratio, [3and member area ratio, 81.
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Figure 12. Variation in z direction stiffness and strength with cell length.
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